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Board games have advantages

Board games teach
system literacy

 







“Critical play is not about making 
experts, but about designing spaces 
where diverse minds feel comfortable 
enough to take part in the discovery 
of solutions.”

Mary Flanagan
Critical Play: Radical Game Design

 





Pollen-Nation developed by University of Texas at Dallas in cooperation with 
the Perot Museum of Natural History and Science 







Don’t just look at the players, 
look the the rules of the game

 





Pick a system that you feels 
comfortable to work with:



Domestic Abuse

Physical/Mental 
Wellbeing

Access to mental 
health resources

Significant Other

Being isolated

losing control

forced to be secret

scared of simple 
things

Legal

cops
cops routinely abuse 
LGBT people in DV 

situatins

shelters are limited

trans people have 
low access to 

resources Traditional Resources

Abuse Behaviors

limit access to 
technology

emotional 
manipulation

control friend
 groups

access to restraining 
orders

stress



Determine your educational goal:

What does your game teach?
What is valued in your model?
What does your game focus on?



Let’s create a setup!

Who are the players?
What is their situation?
What is the goal?
Do they start with any resources?



What is a mechanic?

A mechanic is a rule.
If I do this, then this happens.

A mechanic is relationship



Territory Control

 

How do you take 
territory?

What does 
territory give 
you?
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How do you take 
territory?

What does 
territory give 
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Building

 

What do you 
need to build?

What do 
buildings 
provide?



Trading/Resource Management

 

What do players 
trade? 

What resources 
do players have 
and can use?



Survival

 

Is it cooperative 
or competitive?

What rules drive 
the ability to 
survive? 



Race to the End

 

What do the 
paths represent?

How do players 
move forward or 
backward?

WIN!



YOUR MISSION!
Develop a prototype with 3 rules

The Big Picture:
What are you trying to simulate? What are your 
players doing? What does a turn look like?

Variables
What is needed for the game to run? Do players 
get/lose/use any resources?



Share your games!





Seed Process

Low commitment
Inconsistent groups
Lower game literacy
New perspectives

 

Traditional

High commitment
Consistent groups
Some game literacy
Potential groupthink

 





Domestic Abuse

Physical/Mental 
Wellbeing

Access to mental 
health resources

Significant Other

Being isolated

losing control

forced to be secret

scared of simple 
things

Legal

cops
cops routinely abuse 
LGBT people in DV 

situatins

shelters are limited

trans people have 
low access to 

resources Traditional Resources

Abuse Behaviors

limit access to 
technology

emotional 
manipulation

control friend
 groups

access to restraining 
orders

stress



If we can rebuild the systems of 
a game, we can work to rebuild 

the systems of our lives.
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